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Urban Logistic Advisory Services Inc., (“ULAS” or “Companies”) Inc. is a New York, Florida, Texas C-corporation 
investment vehicle and associate company to Continental Advisory Services (“CAS”), Inc. a family office. ULAS 
and CAS were incorporated in NYS in 2016 and 2002, respectively.

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEMS WE SOLVE. 
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ENERGY

AEROSPACE

ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY, 
MEDIA, & TELECOM 

Lithium Ion mobile power solutions

Airframe, Powerplant, Avionics, Logistical solutions

Patented sustainable design, Manufacturing, 
Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing solutions

Patented OEM semiconductor, O&M data 
centers, Operational Technology, Cyber 
Risk Mitigation and Broadband



PORTFOLIO: OPERATING COMPANIES
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https://www.firstcallintl.com/
http://www.gbt-international.com/
https://www.fullstackmodular.com/
http://www.lehrengineering.com/
https://www.transphormusa.com/en/
https://www.cardlab.com/
https://www.nyi.net/
https://ptt.com.ph/


OVERVIEW

First Call International is a leading supplier of aircraft fasteners 
and other consumable hardware to aircraft manufacturers and 
maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) service providers around 
the world. 

First Call holds critical industry certifications such as FAA AC 00- 
56B, AS 9120 and ISO 9001:2008 that indicate strict adherence to 
rigorous quality management standards including complete 
traceability of all parts installed on an aircraft.
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https://www.firstcallintl.com/


OVERVIEW

To become the first mover and market leader in lithium mobile energy 
storage systems,  leveraging the opportunity to build our products with 
Polaroid recognized brand name in collaboration. 

Capitalize on the current trend in the growing energy market by 
developing new products for the residential and commercial markets, 
combining lithium storage with residential and commercial battery storage, 
and optimizing renewable energy and power management. 

Continue our philosophy and core values by engineering high quality 
products to provide energy efficient lighting products to scalable 
international markets and using the newest LED technology for creating 
new marketing tools via Polaroid Digital Displays. 
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http://www.gbt-international.com/


FullStack Modular was acquired by Roger Krulak in September 2016 
from Forest City Ratner Companies. 100,000 SF factory along with 
85,000 SF of storage in the Brooklyn Navy Yard. 

As proof of concept, FSM built at its factory in Brooklyn the largest 
modular building in the world. With technology, proprietary IP and 
approved manufacturer status in NYC, FSM can build high-rise 
buildings faster and more cost-effectively than conventional 
construction. 

FSM is focused on the $63 billion market that consists of multi-family, 
lodging, student housing and affordable housing.

OVERVIEW
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https://www.fullstackmodular.com/


Lehr Engineering, established in 1969, is an internationally known 
consulting mechanical-electrical engineering firm has successfully 
completed projects on six Continents. Lehr is well-known for its 
innovation and successful application of leading technology on a 
wide variety of project types.

Lehr‘s success is founded on understanding client requirements and 
then acting in a fiduciary capacity as the technical extension of the 
clients will, in developing cost effective integrated solutions. 

Innovation is key to our engineering approach and is enhanced by 
active participation in numerous professional associations, an 
internal research and development subsidiary, and an international 
reputation for innovation evidenced by numerous published articles 
and keynote presentations.

OVERVIEW
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http://www.lehrengineering.com/


Transphorm is a global semiconductor company, leading the GaN 
Revolution with the highest performance, highest reliability GaN devices 
for high voltage power conversion applications. 

To ensure this, Transphorm deploys its unique vertically-integrated 
business approach that leverages the industry’s most experienced GaN 
engineering team at every development stage: design, fabrication, 
device and application support. 

This approach, backed by one of the industry’s largest IP portfolios with 
over 1000 patents, has yielded the industry’s only JEDEC- and AEC- 
Q101-qualified GaN FETs. 

Transphorm’s innovations are moving power electronics beyond the 
limitations of silicon to achieve over 99% efficiency, 40% more power 
density and 20% lower system cost.

OVERVIEW
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https://www.transphormusa.com/en/


Enterprise-scale hybrid solutions
NYI offers a comprehensive portfolio of custom hybrid IT solutions 
including colocation, cloud, bare metal, and disaster recovery, along 
with a full suite of professional and managed services built over a 
robust network that provides extensive reach and diversity, 
everything you’d expect from a cutting edge solutions provider. 

Deep expertise, integrity and world-class service
In addition to providing enterprise-scale reliability, our solutions come 
with a level of service and commitment that is unmatched in the
industry. Our experts work closely with clients to assess, plan, design, 
deploy and manage highly optimized, cost-effective solutions that 
meet and exceed business objectives. 

Highly reliable redundant network
NYI’s fully meshed, BGP4-based, fault tolerant network is designed to 
have no single point of failure and offers the high capacity and zero- 
latency excellence you are looking for. In addition, as an NYI client, 
you will automatically have access to a premium Managed Network 
service that provides cross-connects to multiple network service 
providers.

Broad reach into key markets
We are headquartered in the Northeast with key partnerships 
in place that extend our colocation, managed and cloud 
services into key national and international markets.

Extensive cross-industry experience
Our customers are leaders in media and publishing, financial 
services and fashion, law and real estate, technology and life
sciences. We’ll be the first to say that we built our reputation 
on their success. 

OVERVIEW
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https://www.nyi.net/


As a world-class Product Advisory firm, Chairseven provides a full 
suite of value added software product services. Working with clients 
from newly funded startups to the Fortune 50, Chairseven’s end-to- 
end solutions help our partner clients devise, validate, build and 
operate best in class software products and solutions. 

The company’s mission is to understand our client’s business and 
advise on the development of solutions that help move the needle on 
their bottom line. Our services are intended to integrate directly with 
our client’s existing teams to help drive cohesive results. 

Headquartered in New York City, and with additional offices in Manila, 
Philippines, we are uniquely poised to deliver top tier solutions to 
some of the most complex businesses.

OVERVIEW
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https://www.chairseven.com/


Diversified telecommunications firm PT&T is pleased to announce its 
strategic partnership with US-based Continental Advisory Services 
(“CAS”), LLC and Urban Logistic Advisory Services (“ULAS”), Inc. 

This move sets the stage for PT&T to upgrade its network 
infrastructure and expand coverage in its high growth yet still 
underserved service areas in adjacent regions of NCR, as well as 
extend its reach to key cities around the country. This important step 
will expand PT&T’s footprint 10x over in the next 2 years, translating to 
7 million homes and businesses passed, providing more competitive 
Internet and IT services in an area where close to 40% of the 
population is based. 

This development signals PT&T’s renewed confidence and vigor to 
rebound as a major telecom and ICT player in the Philippines. As a 
strategic partner, CAS/ULAS will also share technical expertise to 
PT&T in the areas of integrated engineering and outsourced logistics 
services (3PL), given the extensive network of leading US-based 
technology accelerators in its fold. “Partnering with CAS/ULAS comes 
at a crucial time as PT&T seeks to sustain its growth momentum, 
having experienced a streak of non-stop growth quarter by quarter 
from 2017 and through the pandemic.

OVERVIEW
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https://ptt.com.ph/


CardLab is a Danish technology company and a world leader in 
biometric electronics and secure SmartCard solutions. By use of 
these technologies and other advancements, CardLab is able to limit 
cybercrime, fraud and identity theft. 

Founded in 2003, the Company’s impressive list of intellectual 
properties and pipeline customers makes for a promising player in the 
fight against cybercrime, fraud and identity theft. Granted patents 
concerning the application of a low power fingerprint scanner on 
SmartCard along with a low power tap to de-activate and tap to re- 
activate functions, along with many other functions makes CardLab 
one of the most innovative security companies.

The Company’s main goal is to prevent cybercrime, fraud and identity 
theft. This goal puts CardLab in a multi-billion dollar market 
opportunity, with the Department of Defense as a customer along 
with others.

OVERVIEW
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https://www.cardlab.com/


INTEGRATED 
ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS

Over 100,000 SKU's

100+ Industrial/Engineering 
Professionals

6 Countries: USA,  Germany, Armenia, Denmark, Philippines

Sectors: Energy, Healthcare, Aerospace, Engineering, Saas and 
Life Sciences
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CONTACT

Chief Executive Officer
JACOB YAHIAYAN
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Email: jyahiayan@ulasinc.com
6329 Airport Freeway, Suite C
Fort Worth, Texas 76117
Phone: 646-384-2353


